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Music is one of the components of MAPEH subject in our current curriculum. It is one area that develops the skills of learners in the field of Music. It cultivates the musical inclination of the students and the love for Music. Let us now enumerate the benefits of teaching Music to the students.

Equips with the basic skills in Music. Through teaching Music to students, they will be able to acquire the rudiments in this component. They will be able to learn the background of Music, musical notes, various songs and all other basic information in Music.

Builds a strong musical foundation. By learning the basics of Music, the effect would be a strong foundation within the students. Since they were able to learn the essential lessons and skills, these will empower them in dealing with more highly challenging concepts in the field of Music.

Develops musical talent in singing. Music is not just for the theory itself. It has to develop the musical talent of the learners particularly in using the voice in singing. Let you students discover their singing potentials as you provide them with educational songs that are fitted to them.

Enriches the know-how in instruments. Aside from the voice lessons in Music, the teacher should familiarize the students in playing various musical instruments. This will greatly make them learn and enjoy the instruments which are producing rhythm and melodious sounds.
**Creates better performers.** Through teaching Music to students we create in them the talent in performing on stage and in front of many people. The teacher creates in them the talents they need in performing before the crowd. Thus, this will lead them to have more endeavors in the future.

**Offers proper training.** Music apparently gives musical trainings to the students. This leads them to prepare, hone and enhance themselves in the said field. The training that Music offers is lasting and can be used in the future.

**Makes them artistically inclined.** The sense of musical artistry among students would be realized if they are exposed and trained in Music. This will make them as singers and musician in their own right.
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